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Editorial: 
the big liberalisation, 
and putting the FSCA 
under the microscope

FIRST WORD

This edition of Today’s Trustee, covering 
the second quarter of 2022, is a blockbuster, 
digging deep into a number of the biggest 

stories affecting our society and economy.
 In our cover story, we deconstruct Finance 

Minister Enoch Godongwana’s decision to allow 
pension funds to invest up to 45% of their assets in 
offshore assets. This is a considerable liberalisation 
from the previous situation where only 30% was 
allowed for offshore investment, with another 10% 
possible for investing on the African continent. 

 Yet, as Phakamisa Ndzamela writes, after 
interviewing SA’s largest asset managers, there are a 
number of unintended consequences for our stock 
market and currency to this otherwise widely praised 
decision. As analysts from RMB Morgan Stanley 
warn, it could lead to “potential outflows from the 
SA pool of assets of up to R550bn to R800bn”.

 Which isn’t to say Godongwana shouldn’t have 
opened up our pensions landscapes in this way — it’s 
just that it introduces greater risks into the system, 
which now need to be considered as part of a fund’s 
wider investment strategy. 

 Ndzamela’s analysis spells out exactly where these 
risks are, and how pension funds, and their trustees, 
ought to react to this new status quo. (Hint: it doesn’t 
entail ratcheting up your fund’s offshore investment 
quota right to that new 45% ceiling.)

 Elsewhere, Today’s Trustee examines the ructions 
in National Treasury, and what changes in the top 
echelons of that organisation mean for the future of 
SA’s regulation, and fiscus.

 With Director-General Dondo Mogajane having 
already left, after three decades’ service, and his 
Deputy Ismail Momoniat due for an overhaul in 
his responsibilities, it’s clear that the changing of 
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the guard may lead to a change in the way in which 
investment firms, financial services companies and 
pension funds interact with the state.

 Hopefully, the Treasury shake-up will inject 
much-needed fire into the regulator, the Financial 
Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA). As we detail in 
this edition, the FSCA has shown a crippling lack of 
urgency in dealing with a drama more than a decade 
in the making: the battle to trace 4.8 million people 
owed a combined R47bn in unclaimed pension fund 
benefits.

 And this is only one of the issues on the FSCA’s 
to-do list. 

 Aside from that, the FSCA’s notorious backlog in 
processing section 14 transfers between retirement 
funds — a process meant to ensure savers get the 
best possible retirement outcome — flies in the face 

of the “treating customers fairly” principle meant to 
govern our market. Gareth Stokes outlines exactly 
why it’s a problem — and why you should care. 

 Elsewhere, Londiwe Buthelezi examines the 
curious case of former Pension Funds Adjudicator 
Mamodupi Mohlala-Mulaudzi, who was suspended 
as the CEO of Property Practitioners Regulatory 
Authority (PPRA) after failing to pay over some 
employees’ pension fund contributions. 

 As these stories, and many others illustrate, this 
edition of Today’s Trustee continues the fine tradition 
of journalistic standards that Allan Greenblo always 
insisted on. It illuminates the world of the modern 
trustee, and remains essential reading. 

The Editorial Team    n
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The COVID-19 pandemic and resulting lockdowns 
saw many South Africans accessing their retirement 
savings as a cash withdrawal on leaving their employer 
due to resignation, dismissal or retrenchment, rather 
than preserving their accumulated retirement savings 
(keeping one’s retirement savings invested) as a result 
of the financial strain on their household finances. 

In South Africa, the savings rate remains low. Our 
total household savings averages at just above 2% of 
GDP per annum, with the majority of this being allocated 
to contractual retirement fund savings.1 Furthermore, 
34% of the Old Mutual Savings and Investment Monitor 
2021 survey respondents indicated that they do not have 
enough savings to last more than one month if they 
lose their income.2 But even contributions to retirement 
funding is low and in the majority of cases this is the 
only source of saving. 

This low level of savings is exacerbated by low levels 
of preservation when moving jobs before retirement. 
Data from the South African Revenue Service (SARS) 
indicates that over 700 000 individuals cashed out a 
“withdrawal lump sum” before retirement for each of 
the last three years, resulting in an annual average of 
R78 billion being taken out of the retirement system 
through withdrawals made before retirement.3

Low savings coupled with low levels of preservation 
results in a significant portion of the South African 
population not being able to retire with adequate 
retirement funding. This is worsened in times of financial 
hardship, as seen with the COVID-19 pandemic, where 
individuals with little to no sources of other savings turn 
to their retirement savings as a source of emergency 
funding when moving between jobs.

There may be a need for a formal regulated system 
of pre-retirement withdrawals, that is different to what 
currently exists – one that enables individuals to access 

a portion of their retirement savings before retirement 
if needed, but to also ensure some prescribed level of 
preservation, affording one the ability to still retire 
comfortably without unduly eroding accumulated 
retirements savings before retirement. 

Addressing the conflicting priorities of saving for an 
income in retirement (and enforcing preservation) but 
allowing (some) access to retirement savings during 
financial hardship in working ages has historically been 
extremely topical and ever more so considering the 
impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. National Treasury 
released a paper in December 2021 proposing a two-pot 
system for retirement savings, followed by discussions 
and debates which are currently ongoing between the 
National Economic Development and Labour Council 
(NEDLAC), key stakeholders, trade unions and regulators. 
The proposed Retirement Reform would result in the 
restructuring of future retirement savings contributions 
– allowing for limited pre-retirement withdrawals 
from one’s retirement fund to help alleviate financial 
pressures, while addressing compulsory preservation.

Overview of the proposed two-pot system
In short, National Treasury’s proposal involves a two-
pot system. The first pot, known as the Retirement 
Pot, made up of two-thirds of all future retirement 
fund contributions (i.e., contributions made after 
the implementation date of the two-pot system) plus 
investment returns earned on these contributions. This 
pot must be preserved (remain invested) until retirement 
and cannot be accessed before retirement.

The second pot, known as the Access Pot, would 
enable access to accumulated retirement savings 
prior to retirement and make up the remaining one-
third of all future retirement fund contributions plus 
investment returns earned on these contributions. It is 

Unpacking government’s proposal of 
a two-pot retirement saving system

Alisha Corbett, Head: Umbrella Fund Solutions, shares some insights into 
government’s proposal of a new retirement savings system, 

what it may mean for South Africans and some key considerations.  

1  National Treasury, Encouraging South African households to save more for retirement. Reference to SARS data.
 2021121401 Two-pot system retirement proposal and auto enrolment.pdf (treasury.gov.za)

2  Old Mutual Savings and Investment Monitor 2021 survey. 
 Old Mutual Savings & Investment Monitor 2021 | Old Mutual



recommended that withdrawals from the Access Pot 
should be permitted (provisionally) once per year only, 
subject to a minimum amount of R2 000. If members 
access only a portion of their retirement savings in the 
Access Pot, the remaining amount from the previous 
year plus further accumulated amounts become 
accessible again in the following year and so on. 

The cost of the withdrawal(s) will be covered by the 
member withdrawing. The amount withdrawn from 
the Access Pot will also be subject to tax at the relevant 
withdrawal tax rates. 

Members will be required to undergo benefit 
counselling and/or obtain financial advice before a 
withdrawal is made. This aims to help ensure that 
individuals accessing their retirement savings early 
understand the long-term consequences these 
withdrawals may have on their future retirement goals.

Some considerations regarding the proposal
The implementation date for the two-pot system is 
proposed to be on 1 March 2023. However, the proposal 
is highly complex and requires numerous changes 
to processes, reporting, systems, communication, 
legislation and training to members, employers, 
trustees and intermediaries. Given the above and seeing 
that no final proposal has been submitted by National 
Treasury, the 1 March 2023 implementation date may 
be somewhat optimistic.

Some of the issues still under consideration include: 
• It is recommended that withdrawals from the 

Access Pot should be permitted (provisionally) 
once per year only. The definition of a “year” (i.e., 
if a tax year or a rolling 12-month period from the 
commencement date of a member’s contributions) 
requires clarification to ensure consistent treatment 
for all funds and ease of administration. 

• Whether members should be able to immediately 
access 10% of their share of retirement fund savings, 
up to R25 000, at implementation of the legislation. 
The retirement industry has indicated several
concerns on the large sudden outflows from 
retirement funds should large numbers of individuals 
decide to make use of the immediate access to their 
retirement savings all at once upon implementation 
date. The result may place significant pressure on 

capital markets, administrators, funds, and SARS 
with respect to the payment of these withdrawal 
benefits.

Liberty Group’s view on the proposal
As Liberty, we are in support of the proposal by 
National Treasury in the view that if correctly structured 
and implemented, it may help improve retirement 
funding in the longer term and retirement outcomes 
for South Africans. However, it is both complex and a 
material change to the current retirement system, and 
we therefore caution that the proposed timeline may 
extend beyond the targeted implementation date.

A balance needs to be achieved between ensuring 
that the size of the Retirement Pot is large enough 
to provide for a comfortable retirement and the 
achievement of long-term retirement goals, and 
ensuring that the Access Pot is sufficiently sized 
to adequately allow for continued access prior to 
retirement. 

We believe that the proposed two-pot system could 
achieve a constructive outcome by supporting those in 
our society who are suffering financial hardships, while 
simultaneously boosting long-term financial savings to 
benefit many.  

www.liberty.co.za

Alisha Corbett . . .  proposed implementation of the 
reforms may extend beyond the target date

1  National Treasury, Encouraging South African households to save more for retirement. Reference to SARS data.
 2021121401 Two-pot system retirement proposal and auto enrolment.pdf (treasury.gov.za)

2  Old Mutual Savings and Investment Monitor 2021 survey. 
 Old Mutual Savings & Investment Monitor 2021 | Old Mutual



  

CURRENTS

Questions loom 
over PIC’s new 
“unlisted” plan

It’s the biggest money manager on the African 
continent, overseeing R2.3 trillion in assets on 
behalf of government employees, yet the Public 

Investment Corporation (PIC) remains as inscrutable 
as ever. 

 The organisation has only barely emerged from 
a governance crisis which was exhaustively detailed 
to a commission headed by Judge Lex Mpati, who 
found in March 2020 that there was “substantial 
impropriety” at the state-owned asset manager. 

Mpati’s final report stated that the PIC’s board 
was “essentially a rubber stamp for the decisions 
driven by [former CEO] Dr Dan Matjila”, and there 
were “instances where… directors and/or employees 
benefited unduly from the positions of trust that 
they held.” 

More than two years later, there are still question 
marks over the organisation.

In June, the PIC suspended its Chief Operating 
Officer Vuyano Hako after “allegations of 
misconduct” had been made against him. While the 
organisation says these are apparently “credible”, 
it hasn’t outlined what these claims are, nor how 
serious these could turn out to be. 

And, deepening the mystery, at the very same 
time, Sholto Dolamo, the PIC’s Head of Research and 

Projects Development, 
resigned, as did 
Lusanda Kali, the 
Acting Executive 
Head for 
Developmental 
Investments and 
Private Equity.

These ructions 
underscore the 
way in which the 
PIC’s boardroom 
has been a circus 
of suspensions and dramatic firings for years, surely 
compromising its ability to do its main job: invest 
government pensions with diligence. 

Matjila resigned in November 2019, and was 
replaced by Matshepo More in an acting capacity. 
Abel Sithole was then appointed CEO in May 2020, 
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two months after Fidelis Madavo, the PIC’s former 
Head of Listed Investments, was axed. More was 
then given her marching orders in late 2021 too. 

In the context, South Africans will be more than 
a little concerned by what the PIC’s acting CEO, 

Makano Mosidi (standing in for Sithole, who is ill), 
told a Parliamentary committee in June.

Mosidi revealed that the PIC wants to increase 
the share of its unlisted assets from 5% of its 
portfolio to 25% over the next five years, ostensibly 
to “create jobs”. She noted that the PIC had already 
negotiated a net investment mandate with clients to 
allow it to do this.

"We are focusing on lifting the unlisted side 
because globally, that leg, that asset portfolio is 
the one that will ensure that we create jobs and 
transform the economy," she said. 

Kabelo Rikhotso, the PIC’s new Chief Investment 
Officer, said that four separate funds have been 

created to manage the unlisted investments: a fund 
of funds; a private equity and debt investments 
fund; a fund for investments outside SA; and an 
agricultural fund. 

Yet given the revelations in the Mpati commission 
— in particular, how the PIC’s immense balance 
sheet had been manipulated to benefit select 
companies and individuals — critics will see this 
move as a concern. 

Typically, listed investments provide a far greater 
degree of transparency, and reassurance to investors. 
By contrast, many of the more dubious deals in the 
PIC’s past took place in the “unlisted portfolio”. 

Dramatically increasing the size of the unlisted 
portfolio provides much greater scope for 

questionable investment decisions, especially when 
capital is deployed into companies with opaque 
governance, or a patchy history of financial returns. 

Nor is it immediately self-evident how these 
unlisted companies will be more able to “create jobs” 

than those listed on public stock exchanges.  
There are questions that the trustees of the 

Government Employees Pension Fund (GEPF) will 
surely be asking. And the PIC will need to provide 
assurances that amid any strategy to radically 
hike its share of unlisted assets, it doesn’t expose 
pensioners to the sort of unacceptable risks it 
routinely did in the years covered by the Mpati 
commission. 

Policyholders in the dark amid 
3Sixty Life soap opera

The soap opera that is 3Sixty Life, the insurance 
underwriter ultimately owned by the investment 

arm of the National Union of Metalworkers of SA 
(NUMSA), reflects well on nobody. 

In December 2021, the Prudential Authority 
won an urgent court application to place 3Sixty Life 
under curatorship, after it was unable to maintain 
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the minimum solvency requirements. 
A forensic report, compiled by Deloitte at the 

Authority’s request, raised serious questions about 
3Sixty Life’s governance. In particular, Deloitte 
showed that millions were being paid from the 
insurer to other companies in the group for no 
commercial value — including a R27.5m loan to its 
parent company Doves, that hadn’t been repaid. 

Most notoriously, in 2018, the Deloitte report 
showed that 3Sixty Life had even contributed 

R40 000 to the birthday party of NUMSA General-
Secretary Irvin Jim (which was apparently 
considered a “marketing initiative”, as GroundUp 
reported). In another instance, the life insurer paid 
for a laptop for Jim’s daughter. 

These sorts of questionable expenses meant that 
when Covid-19 hit, causing a R66m spike in claims, 
3Sixty Life wasn’t able to meet the minimum capital 
requirements. 

Yet there was soon another twist in this drama — 
this time shifting the focus back to the Prudential 
Authority. 

In December 2021, the Authority had asked the 
court to appoint Yashoda Ram, a senior executive at 
auditing firm BDO SA, as the provisional curator. 
But two months later, the Prudential Authority did 
an about-turn, and asked the court to rescind Ram’s 
appointment, arguing her credentials had been 
misrepresented. 

Ram resigned from BDO SA in April, but the 
Authority’s bid to get her removed as the 

curator failed in court, as the judge said it had 
tried to use an “incompetent procedure” to 
get her removed. 

All of this leaves a cloud hanging 
over this curatorship. 

For Khandani Msibi, the Acting 
CEO of 3Sixty Life and a powerful 
figure at the company for the past 14 
years, the u-turn over Ram opened 

the door for a scathing attack on the Prudential 
Authority. 

The Authority had “exposed itself ”, 3Sixty 
Life said in a statement, for not having done 

“its homework before placing 3Sixty Life under 
curatorship.”

It added: “This is embarrassing from an 
institution that is supposed to preside over all 
financial services.”

Quite where this soap opera leaves policyholders 
is unclear. As it stands, 3Sixty Life continues to 
operate its range of funeral plans and group schemes 
under the slogan “no-one financially left behind”.

Let’s hope that remains the case — even amid the 
squabbling in the boardroom. 

Bitter taste of deal gone 
sour at Tongaat

Retirement funds invested in sugar company 
Tongaat Hulett must be breathing a sigh of 

relief that the Takeover Regulation Panel (TRP) 
has effectively blocked a bid that would have seen 
Zimbabwe’s Rudland family emerge as the largest 
shareholder. 

The share price of the 130-year-old sugar 
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company, Africa’s largest, has 
fallen 80% in the past three years, 
since revelations emerged of an 
accounting scandal which took 
place under the watch of former 
CEO Peter Staude. 

Staude, who was arrested along 
with five other former executives 
and Deloitte auditor Gavin Kruger 
in February, was replaced as CEO 
by Gavin Hudson in early 2019. 
But Hudson has faced an immense 
task to slash Tongaat’s R6.8bn debt, 
while mopping up the accounting 
mess.

In October 2021, Tongaat announced a R5bn 
“recapitalisation” plan, which would have seen 

Hamish Rudland’s Mauritius-based Magister 
underwrite a rights offer to Tongaat shareholders. 
But the secrecy over Magister’s shareholding, amid 
fears that Rudland’s tobacco kingpin brother Simon 
was involved (which Hamish denied), caused jittery 
shareholders to object to the deal.

In late May, the TRP ruled that Magister 
hadn’t been entirely candid, so the exemption it 
was given from making an offer to buy out all 
Tongaat shareholders should fall away — effectively 
torpedoing the offer as it stood. 

As TRP investigator Zano Nduli put it, Hamish 
and Simon Rudland, as well as Magister, 

had “jumped from pillar to post” trying to dodge 
questions about the interlinkages. 

While Magister is now trying to get the TRP to 
overturn its ruling, smaller investors are hoping that 
Hudson ensures this is the end of the road for the 
Rudlands’ involvement at Tongaat. 

Instead, they’d rather Hudson asked the sugar 
company’s banks to convert part of their debt into 
equity, to ensure Tongaat’s survival. At this point, 
however, it’s unclear whether this will happen.

Much angst about inflation 

If there’s one headache that investment experts, 
and pension fund trustees, are having to grapple 

with sooner than expected, it’s how to adjust their 
strategies to accommodate rapidly spiking global 
inflation. 

This grim reality was underscored in early June, 
when the US reported that annualised inflation 
had hit a 40-year high of 8.6% in May. This is 
considerably higher than even SA’s inflation rate 
of 5.9%, and it prompted the US Fed to impose its 
largest interest rate hike on that economy since 1994. 

US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen crystallised the 
issue when she said that she expects “the economy to 
slow”, but added that “I don’t think a recession is at 
all inevitable”.

And yet, the inflation fears have hurt stock 
market prices globally, while lacerating crypto 
currency investments. For the year to date, the US 
S&P 500 was down 23% by mid-June, while the JSE’s 
all share index had shed 11.2%.

This has sparked much angst in trustee meetings 
about how to adjust to a world in which your money 
is worth increasingly less simply because of inflation. 

It’s definitely time to haul in the investment 
experts, and Today’s Trustee will be putting the 
spotlight on precisely this issue in our next edition. n



Both public sector corruption and private sector 
financial shenanigans share some important 
commonalities: both undermine trust and confidence 
in society, and serve to reduce investment, growth and 
job creation. Another commonality is that it’s very likely 
insiders always know what’s going on.

An insider’s fear of speaking up is wholly justified, if 
only based on the tragic stories of the whistleblowers 
who have put their heads above the parapet. Careers 
have been derailed, livelihoods undermined, reputations 
attacked, and personal safety has been put at risk.

Having seen decades of investor losses and 
government decay, and as both responsible investors 
and members of civil society, Futuregrowth Asset 
Management and Old Mutual Investments jointly 
commissioned Just Share to review South Africa’s legal 
and regulatory framework around whistleblowing. In 
addition to a review of the landscape, Just Share was 
asked to opine on the questions “What’s going wrong?” 
and “How can whistleblowers be empowered and 
protected?”

Just Share’s work shows that South Africa has a 
wide range of legislation and regulations designed to 
encourage whistleblowing. While that sounds good, the 
report highlights a few problems: 

a	First, without legal advice, a prospective 
whistleblower has almost no prospect of knowing 
what information they should gather, how to blow 
the whistle and to whom, and under what regulation 
or framework to do so. Legal advice should be 
provided in advance, to give the whistleblower the 
best odds of success and protection.

a	Second, there appears to be no effective protection 
of a whistleblower’s anonymity. This failure will fairly 
quickly “paint a target” on a whistleblower’s back – 
and provides the true perpetrators with someone to 
villainise.

a	Third, the remedies and protections afforded to 
whistleblowers are nearly all in the area of labour 
law. That means whatever victimisation or retaliation 
the whistleblower faces – whatever costs they incur 
or losses they suffer – they can only seek redress 
through labour law (CCMA) action, with limited 
recompense or reimbursement.

Chief Investment Officer at Futuregrowth Asset Management, Andrew Canter, 
says we should all be seeking ways in which we can play a positive role in 

addressing the challenges of protecting and empowering future whistleblowers.

The risks to whistleblowers are enormous

Empowering whistleblowers and 
protecting South Africa
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The sum of these flaws is that whistleblowers will 
likely face aggressive, well-funded attacks from highly 
motivated adversaries – and they will face those attacks 
alone and without any funding for legal or income 
support. The risks are enormous, while the only sure 
reward is having “done the right thing”. As we say in 
investments, the “risk:reward ratio is badly skewed”, and 
it’s no wonder that 99 out of 100 people will choose to 
keep their mouths shut, or vote with their feet. In this 
context, the few, brave South African whistleblowers 
who have put themselves at personal risk should surely 
be called heroic. 

What is clear is that South Africa’s framework – under 
the apex legislation of the Protected Disclosures Act 
– is failing to protect companies, agencies, the country 
and whistleblowers. 

Beyond understanding the nature of the problem, 
we need to turn our attention to solutions. The 
realm of potential whistleblowing is very wide – from 
reporting plain-old bad behaviour and breaches of 
internal policies, to large-scale illegality or financial 
misrepresentation. This means that there are very 
few quick, easy, holistic solutions to the whistleblower 
challenge. For a start, the scope of remedies could 
include changes to laws, regulations or even the 
South African Constitution. Beyond that, changes to 
companies’ whistleblower practices and protections; 
investors practices and requirements; auditing 
standards; market listing requirements and more. 
And there is a need to give advice and support to 
prospective whistleblowers, as well as a need to offer 
remedial support to those who have – or will – blow the 
whistle in the future.

It is thus clear that many constituents need to play 
active roles in their realms to help effect changes to 
policy and practice. As a responsible investor, our realm 
is to acknowledge both a) the reality of the weakness 
in whistleblower protections and b) the resultant 
damage to our investors, economy and society. 
Thereafter we can work with others to harness the 
newfound focus on responsible investing to change 
regulations, governance practices, and behaviours of 
corporations and SOEs who access investors’ funds. 

Essentially, more transparency, reporting, oversight, 
and consequences can play a role in protecting society 
and investors.

We trust each of you will read Just Share’s report with 
interest, seeking ways in which you can play a positive 
role in addressing the challenges of protecting and 
empowering future whistleblowers, and also supporting 
those who have already suffered from a broken system.
 
Futuregrowth Asset Management (Pty) Ltd (“Futuregrowth”) is a licensed 
discretionary financial services provider, FSP 520, approved by the Registrar 
of the Financial Sector Conduct Authority to provide intermediary services 
and advice in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 
37 of 2002. The fund values may be market linked or policy based. Market 
fluctuations and changes in exchange rates may have an impact on fund 
values, prices and income and these are therefore not guaranteed. Past 
performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Futuregrowth 
has comprehensive crime and professional indemnity in place. Performance 
figures are sourced from Futuregrowth and IRESS.

www.futuregrowth.co.za
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Andrew Canter . . .  an insider’s fear of 
speaking up is wholly justified
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Busisa Jiya: 
the man leading the charge 
for SA’s investment industry

“It is difficult for me to speak about myself 
in a way that explains who I am,” says Busisa 
Jiya. “I am a person who prefers to deliver 

on what needs to be done rather than reflect on 
things that brought me to where I am.”

It’s a noble sentiment, even if it’s not exactly what 
you want to hear during a media interview with 
the new head of the Association for Savings and 
Investment SA (ASISA).

It turns out that quizzing Jiya about his 
background is about as easy as convincing an insurer 
to settle a claim of someone caught driving while 
under the influence. 

“I sometimes think that one limits or defines 
themselves through speaking about their background. 
I am more of a forward thinker, although I am very 
proud of my upbringing. My parents were first 
generation university graduates. With a limitless view 
of the world, I am a child of the world… believing in 
global opportunities.”

Certainly he didn’t want for education 

opportunities. Jiya did his primary schooling at the 
historically rich Lovedale College, an educational 
missionary institute established in 1841 on the banks 
of the Tyhume River in Alice in the province of the 
Eastern Cape. 

Those who have come through the ranks at 
Lovedale include the 19th century composer and 
priest, Tiyo Soga, erstwhile pipe-smoking President 
Thabo Mbeki, Black Consciousness Movement leader 
Steve Biko and many other figures. 

His parents were uncompromising on quality 
education, so after Lovedale, he was sent to the 

prestigious Woodridge College in Gqeberha, which 
was founded during the Great Depression. 

“I am blessed to have been born in the family that 
I have — in pioneering education, in pursuing equal 
opportunity and being inexcusably bold, believing 
that there are no restrictions, everything is possible,” 
says Jiya.

Born in 1971 at the Victoria Hospital in Alice, 

The new chief of the Association for Savings and Investment SA (ASISA) 
has had some big roles in asset management. In his new job, Phakamisa 
Ndzamela believes he’ll get to share his passion for investing in a country that 
desperately needs to fix its economy.
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Jiya grew up in the house of erudite academics who 
lectured mathematics and physics at the University 
of Fort Hare. It was perhaps no surprise that after 
school, he studied for a Bachelor of Business Science 
in Economics and Actuarial Science at the University 
of Cape Town.

Asked why he chose this route, Jiya says it was his 
effort to merge business with academia. He enjoyed 
methodical subjects such as mathematics and 
science, which he had grown up with, and actuarial 
sciences fitted squarely into that.

“At the end of my matric, I wrote down on a 
piece of paper all the professions I considered would 
appeal to my character and my desire to make 

valuable contributions for people who are in need,” 
he says.

It ranged from architecture (which he saw as 
providing security of housing), medicine, and 
actuarial science. In the end, he reckons actuarial 
science was the right choice. “I am fortunate to have 
started a career in an industry that appealed to me 
from the start. I have not looked back since.”   

After university, he joined the financial services 
sector, and has been involved in asset management 
for about a quarter of a century. 

“There is a famous saying in asset management 
that if, after three months, you are still standing, then 
you may be suited to it… it implies survival in itself 
is an achievement.”

It is, however, an all-encompassing industry, and 
doesn’t suit those who figure they can switch on at 
8am, and clock out at 5pm. 

His first job in 1996 was at Standard Corporate & 
Merchant Bank as an equity analyst. Later on, as he 
moved up the ranks, he was appointed MD of Absa 
Asset Management. 

But there were a number of senior roles along 
the way — including Company Senior Officer of 
Thomson Reuters Africa; Reuters News Ambassador 
(a role in which he got to promote the African 
continent in the context of the global economy); 

Jiya ... a forward thinker
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and Principal Officer of the Eskom Pension and 
Provident Fund.

Jiya says that part of the attraction to asset 
management is the ability to identify talent in the 
form of a company, invest in it, manage the risk of 
that investment and create value in the long run. 

“By creating a portfolio of investment instruments 
in companies that create value, you bring value 
to yourself. And that is what attracted me to asset 
management,” he says.

As the new boss at ASISA from February this year, 
he’ll have more than enough scope to promote this ideal. 

A long to-do list

He takes over from a doyen of the profession, Leon 
Campher, who will be retiring later this year after a 
49-year stint in the investment industry. During the 
handover period, Campher will serve as co-CEO with 
Jiya, to ensure a seamless transition.

Campher was critical to building up ASISA, 
a non-profit organisation founded in 2008. It 
represents most of SA’s asset managers, collective 
investment scheme management companies, linked 
investment service providers, multi-managers, and 
life insurers. 

Collectively, ASISA’s members speak for assets of 
between R7 trillion and R8 trillion, which indicates 
how significant a contributor to the local economy 
they are. 

Jiya says ASISA’s role goes further, its mandate is 
to ensure the investment industry remains relevant 
and sustainable. And part of this includes promoting 
a culture of savings, while contributing to economic 
transformation and inclusion.

“The opportunity I have with ASISA is without 
boundaries,” he says. “I have the ability to draw on 
all our members [for] what needs to be done for our 
industry.”

There’s obviously plenty to do — SA isn’t a 
country renowned for its high levels of savings, 
nor its financial literacy. But his advocacy role also 
includes promoting transformation across gender 
and race, which will hopefully expand the scope of 
the investment industry itself.

He’ll be reporting to a board of about 20 highly 
skilled directors who are themselves leaders in the 
industry, but with very different ideas. Some, for 
example, favour free markets with less regulation, 
while others vocally support transformation and 
inclusion in SA’s financial sector.

Jiya takes over at a heady time for the country, 
with Covid-19 having exacerbated an already bleak 
jobs and economic crisis. As it is, SA’s unemployment 
rate, according to the expanded definition of 
unemployment, sits at a woeful 46.2%.

And for the investment industry itself, there is the 
spectre of a rise in fraud. In 2021, for example, SA’s 
life insurers reported 4 287 fraudulent and dishonest 
claims worth R787.6m — up sharply from 3 186 cases 
worth R587.3m the year before.

Yet industry leaders have expressed a resounding 
belief that Jiya is the right person to lead the charge 
on this front.

Sello Moloko, a financial services veteran and now 
Chair of Absa, says he is confident that Jiya will do a 
great job.

“I met Busisa in 1991 when we both did our 
actuarial studies. He initially struck me as a 
disciplined, hardworking and shy, yet personable 
individual. The attributes of discipline, dedication 
and integrity have carried him far in his career,” notes 
Moloko.

He’ll need all of these characteristics, given 
imminent changes in the retirement industry. With 
big changes looming at National Treasury — given 
the departures of Director-General Dondo Mogajane 
and changes to the role of Deputy Director-General 
Ismail Momoniat — ASISA will also have to develop 
new relationships.  n
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 1

Power corrupts: how the ANC 
was caught short on pensions

There is still no end in sight to the stalemate 
between the ANC and its employees who haven’t 
received their provident fund contributions for 

seven months now.
The fracas began when, after not being paid for three 

months, some of the governing party’s staff members 
enlisted the National Education, Health and Allied 
Workers’ Union (NEHAWU) to sue their employer in 
the Labour Court. 

The ANC then, evidently reluctantly, paid some of 
the outstanding salaries. But the party’s real problem lies 
in the hundreds of thousands of rands that it still owes 
in provident fund contributions. 

It’s a scandal which could have several legal 
consequences for the ANC’s top six officials.  

President Cyril Ramaphosa, already mired in a legal 
scandal over the robbery at his farm, can ill afford this 
right now, a few months ahead of the party’s elective 
conference in December. And Paul Mashatile, the 
ANC’s Treasurer-General, could even be held personally 
liable for breaches to the Pension Funds Act because of 
how the party behaved.

Excuses, excuses

The scandal first erupted in January, when NEHAWU 
asked the Labour Court to compel the ANC to pay the 

outstanding salaries and benefits. At that point, the 
ANC owed the 19 workers suing it R630 190 in salaries 
and benefits for each month it hadn’t paid them.

According to their employment contracts, the 
ANC was supposed to deduct R186 394 per month 
collectively from the salaries of these workers, which it 
was then meant to pay over to various service providers 
— including the SA Revenue Service (SARS), the 
Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF), the Medshield 
Medical Scheme, Sanlam Provident Fund and the 
Sanlam Funeral Benefit Fund. 

The court papers revealed that while the ANC did 
indeed deduct the money it was meant to pay to these 
providers from the salaries of these workers, it just never 
paid it over. 

That’s already damning enough — but that’s just 
the employees’ contributions. The ANC itself was also 
supposed to make employer contributions towards the 
funeral fund, provident fund and medical aid. And it 
didn’t do that either.

At the end of March, the ANC filed an answering 
affidavit, admitting that it owed the provident fund 
R222 375 in arrear contributions for its workers at that 
point. 

In an affidavit, signed by Mashatile, he says the ANC 
has since paid the workers their October to December 
salaries. 

The ANC’s non-payment of workers’ provident fund contributions has 
big implications for the governing party’s top six officials, especially 

Paul Mashatile. But have trustees done their job, asks Londiwe Buthelezi.
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The medical aid premiums for October to December 
were also paid to Medshield in February, while Sanlam 
received the funeral contributions for November and 
December in January. However, it hadn’t settled the 
provident fund contributions, which haven’t been paid 
since October 2021.

Mashatile said the party was “trying to raise 
funds” but that it promised to settle all outstanding 
contributions within 12 months. He also promised that 
the party will keep up with current contributions from 
April 2022.

As for why it had fallen behind, Mashatile blamed 
the introduction of the Political Party Funding Act, 
which came into effect in April last year, for not being 
able to raise enough donations to run the ANC’s 
operations. 

It is also receiving less public funding from the 
Independent Electoral Commission (IEC), money 
which is given out in proportion to a party’s support. 
But with its share of the vote having plunged in recent 
years, it means the ANC is getting less public money 
than ever. 

“It is unfortunately the reality that the ANC has been 
struggling to maintain its operations at current levels,” 

said Mashatile. “Donors are no longer as willing as they 
once were to contribute to the funding of the ANC.”

Mashatile’s excuse rings hollow, however, given that 
the other parties — notably the DA and Action SA — 
aren’t short-paying their staff. Or failing to hand over 
their retirement savings. 

To critics, however, this is another sign that the ANC 
believes it is above the rules which govern everyone else.

Financial hardships are not an excuse

Here again, the ANC is on the wrong side of the law. 
According to the Pension Funds Adjudicator’s 

annual report for 2020/21, the number of complaints 
lodged by funds against employers for non-payment of 
contributions is on the rise. 

Some, like the ANC, have advanced financial 
hardship as their excuse. But the legal precedent is 
unequivocal: financial troubles can’t be used as an 
excuse.

In December 2021, the Supreme Court of Appeal 
ruled that when employers find themselves in a 
financial predicament, they can’t choose to pay some 
debts and not others. 

In that case, the SA Post Office (SAPO) hadn’t paid 
retirement contributions to the Post Office Retirement 
Fund since May 2020. Instead, it prioritised paying the 
institution’s running costs, and sometimes medical aid 
contributions, rather than pension fund contributions. 

It was a big deal, since the Post Office owed R40m 
per month in pension contributions. 

But while its financial position had deteriorated 
dramatically since Covid-19, Judge Clive Plasket 
ruled that the Post Office nevertheless had a statutory 
obligation to pay its employees’ contributions, and its 
own contributions, to the fund every month.

“SAPO, like any other debtor, cannot choose which 
debts to pay. If it is trading in insolvent circumstances, 
its board’s obligation is to place it in liquidation, not to 
pick and choose which of its debts to honour,” wrote 
Plasket last December.

It’s a precedent which leaves the ANC in a precarious 
situation. And the question remains, who is holding the 
party to account?

An administrator of a provident fund which is owed 

Mashatile ... the party is “trying to raise 
funds”
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money is obliged by law to take all reasonable steps to 
enforce its claims. And it’s also obliged to report any 
non-payment (if it’s been outstanding for more than 
90 days, to the Director of Public Prosecutions, and to 
the regulator, the Financial Sector Conduct Authority 
(FSCA).

Sanlam is the administrator of the ANC’s provident 
fund. Asked whether it has reported this non-
compliance, Sanlam said it has been “engaging” with the 
party, but said that it is the board of trustees of the fund 
that really bears the statutory duty to report the matter 
to the prosecuting authority. 

The FSCA reported that the fund did report the 
ANC’s failure to pay contributions to the regulator. 
And the FSCA then wrote to the party, and told the 
provident fund members what was happening.

The regulator said there is a plan in place for the 
ANC to settle the outstanding contributions, but added 
that its engagements are “still on-going”.

Olano Makhubela, the FSCA’s Executive for 
Retirement Funds Supervision, said that under section 
7D of the Pension Funds Act, the board of the fund is 
responsible for ensuring the contributions are paid. 

“The FSCA currently has no clear jurisdiction in 
respect of the employer, and this shortcoming in the law 
is currently being addressed by proposed amendments 
in the legislation,” notes Makhubela. 

Mashatile in the firing line

For Mashatile, the consequences are serious. 
According to section 13A of the Pension Funds Act, 

when an employer fails to pay fund contributions, not 
only is it liable for late payment interest, but certain 
people in that organisation will be liable for the unpaid 
contributions and interest. 

And the person who is in control of an organisation’s 
financial affairs — in this case Mashatile — can be held 
personally liable for that non-payment.

According to the ANC’s constitution, Mashatile and 
any other two National Executive Committee (NEC) 
members receive and bank all money on behalf of the 
party.

Yet there may be criminal consequences too. 
This is because any person who contravenes section 

13A is guilty of an offence and liable, if convicted, to a 
R10m fine or imprisonment for up to 10 years.

Rosemary Hunter, a pensions lawyer at Fasken (and 
contributor to Today’s Trustee), says that since you can’t 
put an organisation like the ANC in jail, Section 332(5) 
of the Criminal Procedure Act says that a person who 
is a director or employee can be deemed to be guilty of 
the same offence. They can only be exonerated if they 
did not take part in the commission of the offence and 
couldn’t have prevented it.

But it’s the board of trustees that could be accused of 
flouting their duties too.

“If the board fails to comply with these duties – 
whether statutory or fiduciary – over a substantial 
period of time, the FSCA could require the board 
members to vacate office on the basis that they are no 
longer fit and proper to act as board members,” says 
Hunter.

The FSCA reiterates this view

Says Makhubela: “Regulation 33 of the PFA requires 
that the board of trustees reports the contravention of 
section 13A to the prosecuting authorities.”

In this case, however, Makhubela says the board of 
trustees told the regulator it hasn’t reported this case to 
the prosecuting authority.

But Makhubela said the FSCA won’t require the 
board to vacate the office because it did report the 
matter to the regulator.

“Part of the regulator’s strategy and role is to enable 
the resolution of matters as efficiently – in terms of 
time and financial resources – as possible, and without 
always resorting to the courts,” he states.

As it is, he says, the prosecuting authorities are 
inundated with other issues. But the FSCA has 
committed to monitoring the ANC provident fund issue 
“closely”, he says.

“We will make an informed decision if we feel all 
pragmatic steps undertaken have failed to remedy the 
problem,” promises Makhubela. 

Legally, it’s clear the party isn’t out of the woods. But 
ethically and politically, this case is a searing indictment 
on the ANC’s attitude towards its own staff, as well as 
the laws of the country it governs.  n
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How Mohlala-Mulaudzi 
broke the rules 

at estate agents body

A  bad-tempered battle is brewing between 
Mamodupi Mohlala-Mulaudzi, the now 
suspended CEO of Property Practitioners 

Regulatory Authority (PPRA), and the office she used 
to head, the Pension Funds Adjudicator.

On March 28, the PPRA suspended Mohlala-
Mulaudzi based on two specific allegations: that there 
were irregularities in how certain staff members had 
been hired, and that she’d withheld some employees’ 
pension fund contributions. 

This last allegation contains added spice precisely 
because Mohlala-Mulaudzi was herself the Pension 
Funds Adjudicator between May 2007 and October 
2009 — so she ought to have known what the rules 
were when it comes to withholding retirement 
contributions. 

Steve Ngubeni, the Chair of the PPRA, told 
Today’s Trustee: “She has been suspended because of 
the negligence in her duties and ignoring the law.”

Nonetheless, he said, the suspension is 
“precautionary”, so she will continue to earn her full 

salary until the investigation is completed.
Controversy appears to follow Mohlala-Mulaudzi. 

As a previous board member of the SABC, she was 
accused of acting in a high-handed manner, and 
showing scant respect to staff.

At the PPRA, the claims of bullying followed her. 
Then last November, current Pension Funds 

Adjudicator (PFA), Muvhango Lukhaimane, 
published a ruling hauling Mohlala-Mulaudzi over 
the coals for disregarding pension fund rules.

The ruling said that she apparently instructed 
the PPRA’s human resources department not 

to deduct retirement fund contributions from the 
salaries of five staff members who’d been employed 
since July 2019.

This flew in the face of the PPRA’s pension fund 
rules, which said that every permanently employed 
staff member must be registered as a retirement fund 
member, and contributions would be paid monthly. 
Yet Mohlala-Mulaudzi said this shouldn’t apply to 

When fiscal rules are broken by those in authority like 
Mamodupi Mohlala-Mulaudzi, why are regulators reluctant to act, 

asks Londiwe Buthelezi.
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the five employees since they found the retirement 
contributions “unaffordable”.

To some, that might seem like an open and shut 
case. But what Ngubeni’s PPRA board is trying to 
answer is whether Mohlala-Mulaudzi was “truly 
negligent”, whether she “ignored the law” and if her 
actions qualify as criminality.

Mohlala-Mulaudzi did not response to requests 
for comment from Today’s Trustee.

Who protected Mohlala-Mulaudzi?

There are plenty of questions yet to be answered 
about this case, however. 

Foremost of which is why it took the PPRA four 

months to suspend Mohlala-Mulaudzi after that 
PFA determination in November 2021. In the end, it 
was only after a whistleblower contacted the Public 
Service Commission this year that the board acted.

Asked about this, Ngubeni says: “It is correct 
[that] the spark for the whole investigation and the 
suspension was the Public Service Commission 
whistleblowing report. But it’s also [because of] the 
fact that there is a new board in place, and it felt that 
it must look into that whistleblower’s report.” 

The PPRA got a new board in November 2021, a 
few months after Mmamoloko Kubayi-Ngubane 

took over from Lindiwe Sisulu as the Minister of 
Human Settlements and overhauled the property 
agency’s governance structure. 

The Democratic Alliance has long been in a 
war with Mohlala-Mulaudzi, which reached fever 
pitch when she hit DA MP Emma Powell with a 
R1.5m defamation claim for describing her as an 
“increasingly rogue CEO”.

Powell tells Today’s Trustee she believes the old 
board simply ignored the raft of serious allegations 
that had been piling up against Mohlala-Mulaudzi, 
thereby protecting her.

She says Mohlala-Mulaudzi’s suspension indicates 
that the “patronage networks” that “protected” her 

are slowly being dismantled.
Today’s Trustee reached out to some of the old 

board members, one of whom, Dr Eugenia Kula-
Ameyaw, says that while it seemed her board dragged 
its feet, it wasn’t so straightforward.

For one thing, she insists, Mohlala-Mulaudzi was 
skillful at convincing some members of the board 
that there was nothing untoward about exempting 
some employees from contributing to the pension 
fund. 

While the pension fund’s board of trustees had 
been adamant that this was a breach of the rules, the 
PPRA’s board was divided on this matter. 

Says Kula-Ameyaw: “When she said those 
employees did not contribute because their take-
home pay was low, three of us did not buy that and 

Lukhaimane ... pension fund rules 
were disregarded
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raised its legality. But I think our board was divided 
or compromised.”

She states that the old board battled with this issue 
from early 2020 until its term had almost come to an 
end. But the board members didn’t want to leave the 
matter unsolved, which is why it referred the case 
to the PFA, which came back with that blistering 
finding. 

The problem was, the process took time. “At the 
end of the day, the PPRA board needed to decide to 
hold the CEO accountable,” she says. “It did not make 
any sense [from a human resources perspective] not 
to pay pension [contributions] as it was setting the 
institution up for being sued by the employees later.”

In the end, the PPRA had to make good on those 
missing contributions. Alexander Forbes Actuaries 
calculated that it owned R1.14 million to the fund in 
outstanding contributions and interest.

Why Mohlala-Mulaudzi’s non-compliance 
is a big deal

While this case deserves added scrutiny because 
the person accused of skipping pension fund 
contributions was herself the former adjudicator, this 
worrying trend in on the rise across the country. 

The number of complaints to the PFA about 
precisely this is growing and, in many cases, 
retirement fund members themselves have been 
unaware that their contributions weren’t being 
paid — they simply assumed that they were being 

deducted from their salaries and being paid over. 
Usually, it’s only when the PFA begins 

investigating wider complaints about pension 
benefits that it picks up that there have been partial 
payments, or none at all. Or, in some cases, that the 
employees weren’t even registered with a fund, even 
though deductions had come off their salaries. 

Sometimes, trustees of funds lodge complaints 
with the PFA about this, since section 13A of 
the Pension Funds Act obliges them to report an 
employer’s non-compliance.

But the fact that Mohlala-Mulaudzi was the 
adjudicator herself for two years means she would 
have been more aware than most what kind of 
devastation this can cause. 

Kula-Ameyaw says Mohlala-Mulaudzi even used 
her experience as justification for what she was doing. 
“She would argue: ‘I was a Pension Funds Adjudicator, 
this is acceptable,” Kula-Ameyaw tells us. 

Because of this, some of the old board members 
genuinely bought her argument. “We could not 
decide,” she adds.

When Today’s Trustee asked the current 
adjudicator, Lukhaimane, about this case, she 
indicated that she’d prefer not to comment on what 
Mohlala-Mulaudzi should have known. Rather, she 
says, her office has done what it had to, and it’s now 
up to the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA) 
and the PPRA to take the next steps.

The FSCA, however, has still failed to do anything. 
Asked what it has done with the PFA’s 

determination, the FSCA’s executive in charge of 
supervising retirement funds, Olano Makhubela, 
notes that the regulator is still “investigating”. 

“At this stage, the FSCA is investigating the 
employer’s non-compliance with the rules of the 
fund and the PFA, and the board of trustees is also 
undertaking its investigation,” he insists.

Which, of course, is far from optimal. When the 
rules are broken — especially by somebody who 
knew what the rules of the game were in the first 
place — the regulator can’t afford to be dozing on the 
sidelines.  n
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COVER STORY 1

The great offshore pensions 
liberalisation: it’s not the 

one-way bet you might think

In February, Finance Minister Enoch 
Godongwana, a man of pensionable age, stood up 
in Parliament and announced the great offshore 

liberalisation of pension funds. 
Until that point, retirement funds could only invest 

a maximum of 30% of their savings offshore, with 
another 10% specifically for investment on the African 
continent. 

In one fell swoop, Godongwana changed this, 
hiking the overall limit to 45% which could now be 
invested offshore, with no separate limit for Africa and 
overseas.

It was a move widely cheered, since it allowed all 
institutional investors — such as pension funds, linked 
and non-linked business of life insurers and collective 
investment managers — to offer the public a much 
higher offshore component for their savings. 

As Allan Gray’s Earl van Zyl put it, “this is positive 
for South African investors over the long term, as 
it allows for greater diversification and flexibility to 
benefit from the global opportunity set.”

Yet amidst all the backslapping, it seems the risks 

Many pundits enthusiastically welcomed Enoch Godongwana’s decision 
in February to allow retirement funds to invest up to 45% of their assets 

offshore. And while this provides investors more choice, there are also 
risks to maximising this limit. Phakamisa Ndzamela investigates. 
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from hiking the offshore limit to this extent may have 
been vastly underestimated.  

Those tasked with oversight of retirement funds 
would do well to acquaint themselves with the 
catalogue of threats entailed in this change. For a start, 
it is likely to put pressure on the currency. 

“There is potential for the rand to weaken as 
retirement fund money is externalised over time,” 
states Darryl Moodley, Head of Tailored Investments 
at Sanlam. “We expect most of the money taken 
offshore to be funded from the sale of local equity 
holdings. This may put downward pressure on JSE 
stock prices.” 

The rand has already come under no small amount 
of pressure in recent years. By May 2008, shortly 
before the global financial crisis began, one dollar 
would have cost you R7.58; 12 years later, in May 2020, 

a dollar would have cost R17.50.
Today, as Today’s Trustee went to print, the rand 

was trading at about R16 to the dollar.
And this is no small amount of cash either. In a 

research note, analysts from RMB Morgan Stanley 
warned of “potential outflows from the SA pool of 
assets of up to R550bn to R800bn”.

Sangeeth Sewnath, Deputy MD of Ninety One, 
told Business Day that he expected the outflows to 
range from R400bn to R600bn over the next five years, 
warning that this may lead to the closure of rand-
denominated offshore feeder funds.

“In SA, we sell a lot of offshore feeder funds, 
which are sold on the back of having capacity that is 
higher within the investment collective scheme than 
individual retirement funds,” notes Sewnath. 

Unless Treasury hikes the limit for these feeder 
funds beyond 45%, allowing them to keep their 
competitive advantage, they “may be forced to close”.

This move also comes at a time when the economy 
is brittle, with unemployment now at 34.5% officially. 
Analysts warn that if this much-needed capital is 
shipped overseas — rather than invested in local 
infrastructure which could create jobs — SA’s Covid-
battered economy may take longer to recover.

Marius Oberholzer, Head of Stanlib’s Multi-Strategy 
team, says that for this reason, the decision to raise the 
limit was unexpected. 

“It did surprise us, given the investment needed to 
fund infrastructure and growth in SA, and given the 
fiscal position of the government. The timing so soon 
after the pandemic seemed odd from a policy maker’s 
perspective,” Oberholzer says.   

He isn’t kidding about the government’s fiscal 
position. In his 2022 budget, Godongwana reported a 
budget deficit of 5.7% of GDP, or R355bn. Just the cost 
to service debt sat at R268.3bn. 

Ismail Momoniat, National Treasury’s Deputy 
Director-General for tax and financial sector policy, 
tells Today’s Trustee that the previous offshore limit 
was perhaps too low. But, he emphasises, pension fund 
trustees still have to determine a proper — and safe —  
investment policy.

Eugene Botha, Deputy Chief Investment Officer 
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at Momentum, says that while 45% “does appear to 
be on the higher side of the discussion around an 
appropriate level of offshore exposure,” he believes the 
consensus was that 30% was too low.

So it would seem there did need to be some sort of 
change — the question is, has Godongwana gone too 
far, given the potential risks it opens up?

Pressure on asset prices

It’s no academic concern that as asset managers switch 
a greater chunk of assets into offshore funds by selling 
local stocks, this alone could also put pressure on stock 
prices. 

Sanlam’s Moodley warns of this “potential value 
destruction, caused by investors reacting to short 
term performance, as asset managers position their 
portfolios in response to the change.” 

At the moment, he says, South African bonds 
offer positive real returns compared to most global 
developed market bonds, and were well supported by 
the higher interest rates in SA. 

But the new shift in offshore allowances could 
threaten that.

“SA bonds and the rand tend to be highly 
correlated. So there does appear to be an increased 
downside risk with bonds, notwithstanding the long-
term SA sovereign risk,” he comments. 

It’s a risk that could be managed, however, if asset 
managers are able to resist the temptation to max out 
the new offshore limit.

Coronation, for example, warns that it wouldn’t be 
prudent to ratchet up offshore exposure to 45%, even 
though institutions now can.

“We believe that a long-term average allocation of 
around 35%-38% to foreign assets is appropriate for 
most SA retirement funds, depending on their needs,” 
the company tells Today’s Trustee. 

Much, of course, depends on how this all plays out. 
As Momentum’s Botha, puts it, “there are still a 

lot of unknowns, and we will have to evaluate how 
investments are allocated and re-allocated.” 

But if those are the wider risks to the country’s 
macro-economy, the change in the rules could also 

introduce greater risk into an individual’s retirement 
fund.

Coronation insists that shunting a greater 
percentage of a fund into foreign assets exposes that 
pensioner to greater currency risk — a critical point 
since the income he or she will get from the fund to 
live on will have to sustain a lifestyle measured in 
rands.

If, for example, you have a large amount of assets in 
a fund exposed to say the US, and the rand appreciates 
against the dollar, this will eat away at the value of 
those investments, and the returns of that fund. Some 
asset managers may try to hedge this risk — but this 
comes at an extra cost.

“It is important for retirement funds to establish 
risk budgets that are aligned to their members’ 
investment objectives and risk tolerances, and to 
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manage their offshore exposure within these risk 
limits,” Coronation says.

And then there is the question of fees. Typically, 
asset managers often charge higher fees to manage 
offshore investments, which could also eat into 
returns.

Sanlam says this is because of the fact that there 
is less scale in offshore investments, while the cost 
of research and monitoring is higher. Still, notes 
Momentum, these costs have fallen over time, and 
are almost in line with what it costs to manage a local 
fund. 

In many cases, this discrepancy isn’t huge, but it’s 
something to consider.

Allan Gray’s fees for local and offshore unit trusts, 
for example, are pretty similar. The fee is based on 
performance, and amounts to 1% for hitting the 
benchmark for local assets, and 1.1% for hitting the 
benchmark on offshore assets.

A response to a brittle economy

You can, of course, understand the call for the offshore 
cap to be hiked. 

For years, as the rand weakened, individuals 
pressured their asset managers to put more of their 
retirement savings into hard currency assets, thinking 
it would protect them against a frail local economy, 
and consistently weakening rand.

Stanlib’s Oberholzer says the research clearly 
shows that the demand for SA assets has been on the 
wane for years. Many assets managers responded by 
ploughing greater amounts of capital into the dual-
listed companies on the JSE with operations overseas, 
such as Richemont, Prosus, Anglo American, BHP 
Billiton and British American Tobacco.

“The increased focus on offshore [assets] likely 
means that SA Inc [stocks] — our small and mid-
cap names — continue to suffer through the trend of 
delistings or merging. It is hard to [imagine] that the 
JSE’s glory days lie ahead without significant structural 
changes,” he says.

This was as much a push factor as the spluttering 
local economy. During the Jacob Zuma years, from 

2009 to 2018, local economic decisions were a mess, as 
the state spent far more than it had. Eskom’s blackouts 
spun out of control, and the country’s sovereign rating 
was downgraded into junk status. A series of corporate 
scandals — Steinhoff, VBS Mutual Bank, and Tongaat 
— didn’t help.

At the same time, says Oberholzer, there was a 
flight of skills out of SA, while the rising cost of capital 
affected corporate profits. It meant the appetite for 
companies to invest in rebuilding the local economy 
was limited. 

Nonetheless, he says, simply chasing foreign 
currency returns isn’t the panacea that some make it 
out to be.

“Many markets have fared worse than South 
African equities and bonds for a number of years, 
despite our issues. The allure of offshore markets 
for asset managers in search of potential [yield] is 
appealing, but it requires significant investment and 
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time,” he says.
Which doesn’t mean it can’t work. Sanlam’s own 

financial models, for example, show that in high 
growth balanced portfolios, the risk/return profile is 
maximised in cases where the offshore exposures are 
between 35% and 45%.

Ultimately, the investment strategy will still be 
based on the returns a fund can get — irrespective of 
whether this return comes from investing locally, or 
overseas.

Anyway, says Allan Gray’s Van Zyl, it’s difficult to 
assess whether hiking the offshore limit will have a 
negative effect on asset prices over the long term. 

“More important than the increase in the offshore 
limit will be the relative attractiveness of South African 
securities compared with offshore. As long as local 
markets offer attractive long-term return prospects 
relative to their risks, there will be demand from local 
and offshore investors [irrespective] of the offshore 
investment limits,” he says. 

A hedge against SA’s shrinking JSE

Ultimately, while there are risks to pushing your 
offshore investment to the limit, this change will 
benefit funds, if handled deftly.

For a start, says Jason Lightfoot, a Portfolio 
Manager at Futuregrowth, this higher 45% limit does 
open a wider array of opportunities for investors, 
which allows them to diversify their risk.

Sanlam’s Moodley agrees, arguing that it gives 
people greater freedom to invest where they like, while 
reducing the concentration of SA-specific assets in a 
portfolio.

“It will improve the likelihood of clients 
achieving their retirement goals, through better risk 
diversification and an increased access to managers 
who might be managing non-traditional investment 
strategies,” he says.

As it is, SA represents a tiny percentage of the 
global universe of investment opportunities. And the 
JSE doesn’t necessarily offer sufficient exposure to 
global investment trends — particularly when it comes 
to technology stocks.

Coronation echoes this view, pointing out that the 

hike in offshore investment limits needs to be seen in 
the context of a shrinking universe of shares listed on 
the JSE, which drastically reduces investor choice. 

As it stands, there are about 315 stocks listed on the 
JSE — down sharply from 601 in 2001. Yet, the stocks 
that do remain are worth more than ever, which is why 
the total market capitalisation of all the shares on the 
JSE now amounts close to R20 trillion — up 15% from 
2020.

While the JSE is deeply worried about this trend, a 
higher offshore limit gives investors scope to diversify 
into stocks that have soared on global exchanges, but 
wouldn’t here. Elon Musk’s electric car company Tesla 
is a case in point: while it has lost plenty of ground 
over the past year, over five years the stock is up 771%.

Lightfoot … this higher 45% limit 
does open a wider array of opportunities 
for investors



However, Oberholzer remarks that you still need 
the right skills to pick global stocks properly. And 
along with this, he says, you need the ability to manage 
the complexity of the administration required — like 
calculating cross-border taxes, while considering 
currency movements.

Busisa Jiya, the new CEO of the Association for 
Savings and Investment (ASISA), doesn’t see this new 
change as inherently bad. He points out that a person 
sitting in SA will spend his or her returns, which have 
been made offshore, here in the local economy.

“For example, if you invested in US shares and they 
gave you a return and you are sitting in SA, you may 
wish to buy a home with some of those returns, which 
in itself is contributing to the South African economy,” 
Jiya observes.  

Perhaps. But does it not send a poor message 
to offshore investors that local asset managers feel 
they need to invest overseas since there’s not enough 
opportunity at home?

Moodley replies that the country’s travails 
themselves send a negative message. 

“The well-documented challenges that the SA 
economy faces, and the ongoing political travails, has 
resulted in a prevailing negative sentiment towards 
SA as an investment destination. As a result, our 
equity and bond markets have experienced net foreign 
investor outflows for a prolonged period of time,” he 
states.

To reverse this, Moodley says, the economy must 
be opened up and government policy implementation 
must be consistent. And the changes to Regulation 28, 
through lifting the offshore investment limit, actually 
send the right message that SA is opening up.

“It will go some way to improving sentiment to 
encourage foreign investors to return. That being said, 
we do expect net outflows out of our equity market in 
the near term — at least until clear and stimulatory 
growth policies are enacted by government.”

Another critical point is that this move doesn’t 
make SA an outlier globally; it simply puts the country 
on a par with many others. 

Momentum’s Botha says that historically, SA has 
been one of the countries with the most restrictive 
constraints when it came to exchange controls and 

offshore exposure.
“As part of an interconnected global economy, 

there has been pressure on government to liberalise 
exchange controls from multi-lateral institutions,” he 
says.

Rather than a sign that asset managers have 
“lost faith” in the country, Botha agrees that it’s an 
indication of a willingness to partner with global 
economies in a flexible way. And if anything, it sends a 
positive message that the government plans to reduce 
exchange controls further. 

Van Zyl underscores Botha’s point, and says SA had 
a relatively low offshore investment limit compared to 
OECD countries anyway.

“Changes in the limits should not be interpreted as 
a signal about the opportunity in SA markets,” he says. 
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“There are too many factors at play for us to say for 
sure that raising the offshore investment limits will by 
itself cause investors to lose confidence.” 

Is the grass greener offshore?

The question remains, however, a crisp one: has an 
investment in offshore assets in recent times trumped 
that in local assets?

The answer appears to be “yes”. 
Sanlam says that for the five years to May 2022, 

global equities provided a 14% return per year (in rand 
terms), compared to a 9.8% return for local shares. 
Over 10 years, global equities provided an 18.2% per 
year return, outperforming the JSE’s all share index, 
which rose 11.2% per year.

“The returns earned globally have been 
significantly higher than those earned locally,” says 

Moodley. “To the extent that the 30% offshore limit 
has constrained asset managers. Retirement fund 
members have therefore lost out on this growth.”

Conversely, SA bonds have outperformed global 
bonds significantly over the 5- and 10-year periods 
— a reflection of the country’s higher-than-average 
interest rates.

Read together, this illustrates that the risk someone 
is willing to take depends on their circumstances. 
For a more conservative investor, or someone close 
to retirement age, the performance of bonds markets 
is more important than equities, as the focus is on 
protecting capital. 

For Botha, the issue isn’t whether the grass is 
greener on the other side, but whether greater 
exposure to the global markets offers an opportunity 
to diversify away from SA’s political and economic 
risks. 

Anyway, says Van Zyl, you obviously can’t say 
global markets will keep outperforming SA — history 
shows it is cyclical: periods of outperformance are 
often rapidly followed by underperformance. 

And so much depends on which fund you choose. 
For example, Allan Gray’s Equity Fund, which can 

invest offshore, generated returns of 6.4% per year 
over five years, and 9.9% over 10 years to May 2022. 
Yet Allan Gray’s Orbis Global Equity Feeder Fund, 
which invests 100% of its assets offshore, provided a 
return of 8.8% per year over five years and 16.3% per 
year over 10 years.

“The results confirm what has been true for South 
African listed equities versus global equities generally 
over the last 10 years, which is that global equities have 
outperformed SA equities,” says Van Zyl.

But his point is that this reflects recent history 
only. “Over the very long term — 120 years — South 
African equities generated very attractive real returns 
for investors, in excess of what most offshore markets 
produced over the same period,” he comments.

Which illustrates just why it would be so risky for 
pension funds to immediately throw everything they 
can into the offshore investment basket, now that 
Godongwana has lifted the ceiling. Obviously, this new 
limit gives pensioners more choice — but it’s not the 
holy grail many have made it out to be.  n

Van Zyl … allows for greater diversification
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Almost all the South African money 
managers quizzed by Today’s Trustee reveal 
that they had not reached the 30% limit for 

offshore investments in recent years.  
This puts the spotlight on why Finance Minister 

Enoch Godongwana felt the need to raise the limit 
to 45% in his February budget, when the existing 
provisions weren’t even being maximised.

Stanlib, which managers R659bn in assets, says that 
from its analysis, most funds had not used up the full 
allowance for tactical reasons.

Marius Oberholzer, Head of Stanlib’s Multi-Strategy 
team, says he believed that while asset managers have 
increased their offshore allocations in recent years, 
this is unlikely to hit that 45% limit. “The feedback 
we have received is that an offshore exposure of 45% 
is too high for a typical Regulation 28 [pension fund] 
portfolio, due to the increase in volatility and currency 
risk,” he says.

The ideal offshore exposure, an analysis from one 
of Stanlib’s consultants shows, is probably between 

35% and 40%.
In most cases, it’s far below that. Across Stanlib’s 

multi-strategy assets, it has less than 25% of assets 
invested offshore. In its balanced portfolios, the 
offshore exposure is between 26% and 28% — and 
Stanlib hasn’t shifted more assets offshore yet.

Allan Gray, which manages about R100bn in 

retirement assets, says that before February, about 
27% of its funds were invested offshore. After 
Godongwana’s budget speech, its offshore exposure 
has even dipped slightly to 26.7%.

It’s a very similar story at Coronation, which only 
increased its offshore exposure to about 25% at the end 
of April 2022, following weakness in global markets 
(thanks to roaring inflation and Vladimir Putin) and 
the relative outperformance of South African equities. 

Coronation manages R298bn on behalf of South 
African institutional investors, most of which are 

retirement funds.
 However, there were others who have used, or plan 

to use, this avenue more frequently. 
Momentum’s Deputy Chief Investment Officer 

Eugene Botha says that before February, more than 
25% of its total portfolios were invested offshore, 
with the more aggressive multi-asset-class portfolios 
already at the maximum allowable offshore exposure, 
which was 30%.

 Botha’s view is that over time, the offshore exposure 
will ratchet up to between 30% and 40%.

Darryl Moodley, Head of Tailored Investments at 
Sanlam, which manages R100bn in retirement fund 
assets, says his institution’s offshore allocation was 
28.3% before February. Though it hasn’t really changed 
much since then, Moodley notes there are plans to 
increase his institution’s offshore allocation. n

Offshore limits weren’t 
maximised anyway

Most asset managers weren’t pushing up against the offshore investment limit 
— and don’t plan to be now that it’s been hiked.
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Responsible investing is increasingly 
becoming a popular topic. It is an 
approach to investing that aims to 
incorporate environmental, social and 
governance (ESG) factors into investment 
decisions. Although it has been around 
for a long time, responsible investing has 
really only been pushed to the fore the 
past couple of years.

The effect of the COVID-19 
pandemic and the manifestations of 
climate change have focused people’s 
minds on the interconnectedness of all, 
as well as how our actions affect the 
environment. In the investment world, 
we believe it is our responsibility to 
influence the environment and society 
in a positive way by deciding how we 
allocate capital. 

Responsible investing is part of our 
core belief. Sustainable and responsible 
investment practices are material factors 
underpinning our long-term success, 
and we follow an integrated responsible 
investing approach.

But what is an integrated responsible 
investing approach? It means that 
when you think about investments and 
investment management, you consider 
your investment decisions through the 
lens of responsible investing. 

Components of responsible investing

One component of responsible investing 
is governance. For example, when 
you want to invest in state-owned 
enterprises and consider the investment 
decision, you must ask yourself whether 
the governance standards of the 
organisation are acceptable. 

The environment is another 
component of responsible investing. 
If you want to support renewable 
energy, for example, you would look 
for initiatives involving this theme 
and investigate if these initiatives are 
accepted from an investment thesis 
perspective.

The integration of responsible 
investing means embedding the 
philosophies and the principles into the 

investment decision-making framework 
itself. When you make the decision of 
whether to invest or not, the responsible 
investment aspects are also considered. 

There are different mechanisms 
and ways in which you can implement 
responsible investing. However, when 
breaking down responsible investments 
into the three pillars – environmental, 
social and governance factors – it is 
worthwhile to remember that they can 
contradict each other. 

South Africa is a case in point. We 
need to balance the social aspects, 
including inequality and poverty, with 
the need to move to a greener economy 
without leaving vast sections of the local 
population behind. If you consider the 
environment as a filter for investing, it 
could have negative implications on the 
social factor if you support renewable 
energy at the expense of traditional 
forms of energy production, such as 
coal mining, where entire communities 
depend on that industry for their 
very survival. A balanced approach is 
essential. There are often trade-offs 
between both the different ESG factors 
and the investment thesis and what you 
are trying to achieve from a responsible 
investment perspective. 

Our primary focus

At Momentum Investments, our primary 
focus is on delivering returns and sound 
investment performance for our clients. 
As an additional layer, we then look 
at what we can do to also align the 
intent and purpose with the responsible 
investment perspective.

Momentum Investments invests 
in several renewable energy projects 
covering wind and solar. Our 
investment in Ilangalethu Karoshoek 
Solar CSP 1 is one of those 
investments. Investing is personal 
and being part of a sustainable 
future means so much more than 
making good investment choices. It 
means more than just making sure 
our clients have their best possible 
financial future. It means making 
responsible choices that help build a 
sustainable future for all and for future 
generations. Nothing is more personal 
than that.

Click here https://youtu.be/
COPbHcQZoVQ to watch the video on 
Ilangalethu Karoshoek Solar CSP 1 

At Momentum Investments, our primary 
objective is to deliver credible returns 
for our clients in a well-constructed and 
risk-diversified manner. When doing this, 
we consider how we can drive purpose 
and take advantage of the investment 
opportunities to create a better future 
for our investors, their communities and 
society.

Momentum Investments is part of 
Momentum Metropolitan Life Limited, 
an authorised financial services and 
registered credit provider (FSP 6406).

www.momentum.co.za

How does responsible investing fit 
into your client’s portfolio?

Mike Adsetts, Deputy Chief Investment Officer at 
Momentum Investments, has the answers.
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

UNDER PRESSURE

SA’s financial services regulatory environment 
is built on six principles of Treating Customers 
Fairly (TCF), which require companies to put 

their customers first. 
One of the principles, for example, explicitly 

states that product providers — including insurers 
and retirement fund administrators — must ensure 
customers don’t face unreasonable post-sale barriers 
when it comes to either swapping products or 
switching providers. 

But what happens when it is the regulators 
themselves that deserve the blame for situations where 
customers aren’t being treated fairly?

That seems to be the case today in the retirement 
fund industry, where transfers that are meant to be 
taking place under section 14 of the Pension Funds 
Act are taking months, or even years, to finalise. 

Today’s Trustee readers will be familiar with 
section 14, which sets out requirements for the 
transfer of someone’s savings from one retirement 
fund – being a Retirement Annuity (RA) or pension, 
preservation or provident fund – to another. 

The idea is that this process helps pension fund 
members to secure a better retirement outcome. 
Practically, however, it requires an often-laborious 
transfer of assets and liabilities from a product 
provider, usually an insurer, to a competing firm that 
has just won new business. 

While there are numerous factors contributing 

to the painstakingly slow progress, top of the list is 
the tremendous bottleneck that has developed at the 
Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA), which is 
mandated to put the final stamp of approval on these 
sorts of transfers. 

The FSCA admits to this backlog — but it 
blames a combination of resource shortages and 
administrative delays from the industry for what’s 
happening.

So, could the industry itself be partly responsible 
for putting the brakes on this process? Could there 
even be a more sinister force behind the delays in 
what should be a simple administrative process? 

One industry source, who asked to remain 
anonymous, told Today’s Trustee that the 

“losing” product provider has an incentive to drag its 
heels during the section 14 process. This is because 
the transferring provider continues to derive benefits 
from the assets in its fund, until the transfer is 
cleared. 

It leaves clients immensely frustrated.
“At the core of this, we are selling trust in a system 

in which money remains safely invested. The lengthy 
delays currently being experienced erodes trust in 
the system and contributes to the poor financial 
outcomes that so many stakeholders, including the 
regulator, are concerned about,” the source said. 

Asset managers who are being terminated by 
their clients are then accused by these customers — 
whether justly or unjustly — of creating these length 

Fund members, product providers and retirement fund administrators 
encourage FSCA to treat customers fairly.
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delays. This risks alienating those clients for life. 
On the other side of the coin, the “winning” 

product provider, who is securing this new business, 
is also often raked over the coals for not doing 
enough to push the transaction through. 

It seems clear, then, that everyone would benefit 
from a smoother process that allows people to 
seamlessly switch between retirement funds. First, 
it would be in line with the TCF requirements, and 
second, it would facilitate greater competition by 
making it easier, for example, for employer groups to 
switch between umbrella funds.

Bottlenecks inside the regulator

Today’s Trustee asked the FSCA about the cause of 
delays — given the damage it does to trust in the 
industry, not to mention the fact it escalates tensions 
between fund members and advisors. 

The FSCA put it down to various factors. First, 
it said, product providers often submit incomplete 
documents, and are slow to respond to follow-
up questions from the regulator. Often the board 
resolutions submitted for rule amendments don’t 
meet the required standard, while outstanding 
valuation reports, and improperly constituted boards 
for section 14 transfers only make things worse.

“If administrators and boards could ensure that 
documentation is submitted as required, it would 
allow the review teams to process work much faster,” 
said Olano Makhubela, the Divisional Executive for 
Retirement Funds Supervision at the FSCA. 

But the regulator itself is another problem. 
Here, the FSCA admitted to its own “capacity 

constraints”, describing section 14 transfers and 
rule amendment registrations as “high volume 
transactions”. 

The statistics bear this out. By January 1, the 
FSCA was sitting on 2 218 applications to transfer 
assets in terms of section 14 — down from 2 486 the 
previous year, but still high. There were a further 774 
“pending cases” on its books, being matters in which 
the FSCA is waiting for a response after a request for 
extra information.

It must be said, however, that there is both good 
news and bad news in the section 14 statistics.

The bad news is that by January 1 there was still 
1 030 “extension requests”, made by the transferring 
product provider, allowing them to “submit 
applications beyond the prescribed 180 days and 
60 days requirements”. This extra delay is of deep 
concern to fund members and receiving product 
providers. 

Makhubela . . .  system changes are not 
quick solutions
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The good news is that the number of extension 
requests had more than halved from the previous 
year’s 2 851 cases.

However, when it comes to “rule amendments” 
and “cancellations” to existing pension funds, the 
FSCA is much further behind. Here, there was a 
staggering 7 240 “rule amendments” outstanding 
by January 1 — up from 5 771 the previous year. 
And there were a worrying 2 244 cases marked as 
“pending”.

There were also 612 applications for 
“cancellations, deregistration or participating 
employer terminations” in the queue, up from 
404 the previous year. And there were 2 929 cases 
“pending”.

So, in the final analysis, this represents a mixed 
story: an improvement in the section 14 transfer 
statistics is offset by a worsening in the rule 
amendments and cancellation categories.

But there may be light at the end of this tunnel: 
the FSCA has apparently awoken to the need to 
dedicate more capacity to dealing with this. 

“We have only recently decided to increase the 
number of staff dealing with these issues, especially 
for section 14 transfers, and remain mindful of the 
financial burden that such steps impose on regulated 
entities,” said Makhubela. 

The regulator is also reviewing its internal 
processes, which it hopes will help it reduce the 
delays. 

But overall, the statistics will do little to quell 
consumers’ distrust in the system. 

So how does the FSCA reconcile these lengthy 
delays in finalising urgent retirement fund issues 
with the need to treat customers fairly?

“We need to balance the speed of processing, 
and the verification of information received, so 
that member interests can be safeguarded,” said 
Makhubela. “Unfortunately, reliance cannot be placed 
solely on information received from administrators 
or the funds’ boards… a major area of focus for the 
FSCA will be on ensuring that employers, funds and 
administrators maintain proper records to minimise 
potential member prejudice.” 

This, of course, only deflects the question, rather 
than answers it. Still, the FSCA has long complained 
about the quality of data held by retirement fund 
product providers, arguing that these shortcomings 
are largely to blame for the fact that there is still 
R47bn in unclaimed benefit funds. 

Need to think creatively

So, could it be time for a total redesign of the section 
14 transfer process? 

Some of the industry players contacted by 
Today’s Trustee described the current process as 
unnecessarily cumbersome. A simpler process would 
benefit both consumers, product providers and the 
regulator.

But when Today’s Trustee asked the FSCA why it 
isn’t possible to speed things up, the regulator said 
that hastening the process may prejudice some fund 
members. 

“Section 14 transfers can be complicated at times, 
as the membership benefits at that particular point 
in time must be captured correctly,” Makhubela said. 
“There are also a number of requirements that are 
imposed by the conduct standard and the PFA, which 
must be observed.” 

This includes a requirement that a cost-benefit 
analysis be undertaken by the employer or fund and 
communicated to fund members. And where there 
are differences of opinions at the board of trustees, 
these add to processing complications.

Nonetheless, the FSCA said it was trying to 

But overall, the 

statistics will 

do little to quell 

consumers’ distrust 

in the system. 
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identify possible improvements that could be made 
administratively, including possibly exempting an 
individual’s transfer from one retirement annuity 
fund to another from the section 14 process. 

Clearly, there’s a need to think creatively about 
this problem. So, on March 10, various industry 
stakeholders met to thrash out these issues, and 
find pragmatic solutions, while keeping in mind the 
imperative not to compromise the TCF outcomes. 

When asked how the FSCA planned to address the 
situation where a “losing” product provider benefits 
from delaying the fund transfer process, it responded: 
“This is an area of concern, and delays in submitting 
a section 14 by any party is a major violation that 
should be [referred to us] for action.”

The regulator plans to issue a guidance note soon 
to address this issue specifically. 

It should not delay. As it is, fund members are 
losing out twice: often having to pay huge penalties 
on early terminations, and then being forced to sit in 
a poorly performing fund for months, despite their 
desire to reinvest in a better-performing, lower-cost 
alternative.

How about treating providers fairly too?

Today’s Trustee asked the FSCA whether it believed 
it also owed the same duty of care to financial 
advisers, product providers and retirement fund 
administrators that it expects these service providers 
to show towards the public. 

“We provide services to regulated entities in the 

form of licensing and authorisations, but also provide 
a service to the broader public by holding regulated 
entities to account [with due consideration for our] 
broader responsibility of market integrity and the 
protection of consumer interests,” Makhubela said.

But added that the FSCA does believe it remains 
accountable to regulated entities for the time taken to 
process transactions.

It’s unclear whether the FSCA is living up to this 
pledge, however. In particular, there are concerns 
over whether the FSCA’s Service Level Commitments 
(SLCs), which were agreed on with the industry back 
in 2013 and commit it to a minimum service level, 
are being met.

The FSCA’s spokesperson assured Today’s Trustee, 
however, that the institution has been reviewing its 
processes internally to ensure it improves.

“In our latest business plan, we have committed to 
improving our SLCs. The first step [will be] to review 
the current SLCs across the organisation, as most are 
more than 10 years old,” Makhubela said. “We have 
further committed to… setting new targets for the 
monitoring and implementation of these during the 
current financial year.”

What can the industry do to help? 

According to the FSCA, the industry could ensure 
better efficiency by submitting applications in the 
right format and on time. This will reduce the time 
spent by verifying compliance and allow it to focus 
on the substantive issues contained in the various 
applications.

“There is a great need for enhanced efficiencies 
in the administration of section 14 transfers by 
both industry and the regulator,” said Makhubela. 
“System changes are not quick solutions, and we are 
going through a process to review our processes and 
systems [to improve outcomes].”

Will this be enough to make a difference for 
retirement fund members? It’s hard to say — but 
it’s clear that there are some easy wins that could 
be had which would vastly improve the system for 
everyone. n

The regulator 

plans to issue a 

guidance note soon 

to address this issue 

specifically. 
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When Betty White passed away, aged 
99, the internet was filled with tributes 
to this beloved American actress and 
comedian. Among those witticisms 
attributed to Betty was this one: 
“Retirement is not in my vocabulary. 
They aren’t going to get rid of me that 
way.”

In the end, Betty was – as ever – true 
to her word. It was her choice to never 
spend a single day in retirement. But, 
for some, retiring may not even be an 
option. Many people around the world 
simply have no choice but to forgo a 
well-deserved rest from the day-to-day 
grind during their old age and must 
continue plugging away for as long as 
possible to try to fill the savings gap. 
This is a common reality in South Africa.  

Our research colleagues have 
pointed out that at 14.65% of gross 
domestic product (according 
to World Bank figures), South 
Africa’s household savings rate is 
extremely low compared to global 
averages. While South Africa has a 
well-developed and sophisticated 
retirement savings industry, it is 
not designed to encourage the 
preservation of retirement funds 
when moving jobs. We know just how 
tempting it is to take that cash, thinking 
of debts to be settled, while promising 
ourselves that we’ll replace it at some 
point in the future. Of course, more 
often than not, that point never arrives.

Fortunately, it’s not all doom and 
gloom since there are regulatory 
reforms in progress that aim to promote 
higher savings, expand retirement 
coverage to more employees, 
encourage better preservation and 
reduce the cost of retirement savings.

It’s against this backdrop that 
Ashburton Investments, in conjunction 
with FNB Wealth and Investments, 
developed the FNB Core Balanced 
Fund. The fund’s focus is simple: to 
provide a very low-cost balanced 
fund that uses passive building blocks 

so that performance is not eroded by 
high fees. This is critically important 
as compounding the low savings 
problem in South Africa are the 
relatively high costs associated with 
many retirement savings products. In 
fact, investors are often not aware of 
how detrimental high fees can be to 
an investment over time.

We developed this portfolio by 
examining industry trends, which 
show an ever-increasing demand for 
passively managed solutions at total 
investment costs (TICs) far below 
those of the current asset managers 
that dominate the South African 
balanced fund landscape.

With financial inclusion and long-

term, sustainable steady returns top 
of mind, our investment philosophy is 
not to take big cyclical bets but to add 
value to the client over time. We use 
internal passive building blocks at zero 
fees to ensure that they pay the lowest 
possible cost while earning the highest 
possible returns. We target a total 
investment cost of 0.39% for the fund. 

Our approach to adding value
The fund adds value in that clients 
save around 1% per annum in total 
investment costs compared to some 
of the well-known balanced funds in 
the market. We do this by using an 
active asset allocation strategy into 
a diversified range of core local and 
offshore passive investments. This 
approach brings together the benefits 
of an actively managed fund with the 
cost benefits and transparency of 
passive underlying building blocks. 

By using index trackers, we are 
assured of getting benchmark 
returns in each of the asset classes, 
so there’s little risk of significantly 
underperforming the benchmark. 
Historically, outperforming the 
benchmark, specifically in the equity 
space, has proven to be difficult.

In recent years, we’ve seen passive 
balanced funds growing in popularity 
as investors realise the important 
positive impact of compounded 
low costs on performance over the 
long term. Amidst this market trend 
towards passive balanced funds, 
the FNB Core Balanced Fund gives 
clients the advantages of both active 
and passive investing in one product. 

www.ashburtoninvestments.com

High fees should not erode the retirement savings of South Africans, 
explains Vicki Tagg, Head of Indexation at Ashburton Investments. 

Vicki Tagg . . . retiring may not 
even be an option for many 
South Africans

Smoothing out the retirement wrinkles
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NATIONAL TREASURY

Treasury, facing an exodus, 
may keep Momo

Ismail Momoniat, the Deputy Director-General of 
National Treasury, is due to retire in August after a 
towering 27 years at the institution.

It’ll leave a gaping hole — not just because he is 
responsible for SA’s tax and financial sector policy, but 
also because he’s its longest serving official in the top 
structures, having been there since 1995.

This prospect has left many uneasy, since it comes at 
a time when Treasury has lost a number of well-reputed 
officials who managed to keep the country’s finances 
secure during a decade in which it was open season for 
pillaging.

For a start, Dondo Mogajane, the Director-General 
of Treasury, opted not to renew his contract after a 
23-year stint at the organisation, and left on June 7. To 
all intents and purposes, the Director-General runs 
Treasury, reporting only to the political head, being the 
Minister. 

So when Mogajane walked out the door at 40 
Church Square in June, a lot of institutional memory 
went with him. Were Momoniat to leave at pretty much 
the same time, that would amount to a loss of 50 years 
of experience. 

Interestingly, Finance Minister Enoch Godongwana 

appointed Momoniat as an Interim Director-General, 
to fill Mogajane’s role, while the process of picking a 
replacement continues. This suggests he may yet have 
a role to play at treasury after his retirement, in some 
capacity.

“I clock 65 [years] in August. I am engaging with the 
Minister [around] a possible future role,” Momoniat tells 
Today’s Trustee. 

“I may still be around. I still want to contribute to 
the public sector if I can. If the system wants to still 
have me, I will stay to contribute as long as it works 
for both of them (National Treasury) and myself,” says 
Momoniat.

Momoniat has been a leader in the formulation of 

After the resignation of Director-General Dondo Mogajane, 
the institution realises the need to keep its Deputy, Ismail Momoniat, 

on in some role. Phakamisa Ndzamela explores why, at this point, 
it can hardly afford to sacrifice 50 years of experience.

“I clock 65 [years] in August. 

I am engaging with the 

Minister [around] a possible 

future role” – Momoniat
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retirement reforms, including the creation of the twin 
peak model, which regulates the prudential and market 
conduct aspects of SA’s financial sector. 

Fondly known as “Momo”, he is known to be averse 
to working in the private sector, preferring to work in 
the public service. This is something of a contrast to 
many of his one-time colleagues who have gone on to 
great things — Maria Ramos at Transnet and Absa, and 
Lungisa Fuzile, now at Standard Bank. 

Before he left, Mogajane confirmed that the thinking 
was to keep Momoniat at the institution in some or 
other role. But he quickly added that this doesn’t mean 
there’s not a solid pipeline of potential successors when 
it comes to tax and financial sector policy. 

“If you look at Treasury broadly, there is depth on 
the system,” said Mogajane.

However, sources au fait with the thinking at SA’s 
exchequer say that it would make sense for Momoniat 
to be given a mandate to refine the country’s anti-
money laundering mechanisms.

There’s clearly a pressing need, given the evidence 
that emerged in the Zondo Commission, of widescale 
holes in the system, which allowed the Gupta family in 
particular to siphon millions out of the financial system. 

This is urgent, since the global Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) put SA on notice last year after a “mutual 
evaluation” stated there were serious gaps in our money 
laundering rules that had to be fixed, otherwise SA 
would be “grey-listed” for money flows. 

And as the SA Reserve Bank noted in its financial 
stability report, this is a big risk to the country, as 
it would hike the cost for banks to do business and 
expose SA to a greater degree of financial criminality — 
something we can hardly afford. 

No shortage of successors

There would be precedent for keeping Momoniat 
in such an advisory role: the National Prosecuting 
Authority (NPA) has retained the skills of retired 
prosecutor Billy Downer (much to Jacob Zuma’s 
chagrin), while JSE-listed companies often keep retired 
CEOs on as consultants. 

But Mogajane stressed that the process must be 
transparent and fair. And a committee of Cabinet 

Ministers would have to sign-off on such a new 
appointment.

“Anything is possible, depending on what role will 
be within the rules and for a specific period… we are 
looking at various options on how we are going to retain 
him,” he said. “[But] it can’t be in a full-time capacity.”

There are a number of people, however, who may be 
on the slate to potentially replace Mogajane, as well as 
Momoniat.  

Outside the system, there are experienced former 
Treasury officials such as Olaotse Matshane, Olano 
Makhubela and Roy Havemann, who come with sturdy 
reputations. 

Matshane, for example, is the Head of Policy, 
Statistics and Industry Support Development at the SA 
Reserve Bank. She began her career as an economist in 
Treasury’s budget office, helped draft the Co-operative 
Banks Act, and is now a member of the FSCA’s 
prudential authority.

At Treasury, she was previously Chief Director in the 
Financial Sector Policy division responsible for financial 
inclusion, market conduct and consumer financial 

Momoniat . . . not quite ready to hang 
up his boots



education — a role which covered everything from 
retail credit, to insurance, medical aids and fintech. 

Makhubela is now responsible for retirement fund 
supervision at the FSCA. But he had a 17-year stint at 
Treasury until 2017, where he ended as Chief Director 
for Financial Investments and Savings. At the FSCA, he 
served as its Acting Commissioner, so he has a sense of 
the politics involved in a senior role too.

Havemann, a former Treasury Chief Director of 
Financial Markets, spent 15 years at Church Square, 
after joining in 2002 as Deputy Director of Macro 
Forecasting.

But there are some strong internal candidates too for 
the top roles. 

The favourites include Yanga Mputa, the Chief 
Director of Tax, Errol Makhubela, Chief Director for 
Financial Markets and Stability, and Chris Axelson, 
Chief Director for Economic Tax Analysis. Mputa, 
in particular, has been spoken of as a potential 
replacement for Momoniat for some time.

 
The 65-year retirement fallacy

Evidently Momoniat isn’t quite ready to hang up his 
boots. Which illustrates why compulsory retirement at 
65 can seem quite artificial.

Momoniat says there’s an increasing likelihood that 
this retirement age will change — but not just because 
of his birthday in August. 

“As we tend to live longer, as mortality has improved 
generally, many countries have increased the retirement 
age to 67 years or more. We will face the same pressure 
to allow people to work longer. The writing is on the 
wall,” he says.

Another problem with retiring at 65 is that life 
expectancy has increased vasty in recent decades, which 
means people can live for 20 or 30 years after leaving a 
job — but now with less money to sustain themselves.

Yet there are nuances to it, and SA’s soaring rates of 
youth unemployment imply that something must be 
done to draw these people into the workplace. 

“The other objective is that we have to build up the 
asset base and wealth of black South Africans deprived 
under Apartheid,” says Momoniat. “We need broad and 
mass-based [empowerment] — I am not in support of 

narrow based B-BBEE.”
Interestingly, he says plans are afoot to implement 

mandatory retirement contributions for workers 
contracted and in casual work. This is part of a plan to 
“widen coverage to vulnerable workers,” he says. 

If it happens, this should provide some sort of 
retirement buffer for blue collar workers, who have 
largely been excluded until now. 

“[This] will require government to put a law in place 
that obligates all employers to contribute to a pension 
fund. Then the question arises whether this should not 
be a national savings fund, at least for those who do not 
belong to an approved large retirement fund,” he says.

The details have yet to be thrashed out with unions, 
employers, and the retirement fund industry, but it 
could involve some government contribution too.

 Says Momoniat: “We can consider better incentives 
for low-income workers. For example, the state could 
consider contributing R1 for every R1 you save, once we 
are in a better fiscal position.”

This could set the platform for the idea to evolve into 
a mandatory system of enrolling all staff — even casual 
workers — onto a retirement platform, since saving for 
retirement is a habit that ought to be developed early.

It would be a big deal, affecting vast swathes of 
society. In the new gig economy, a greater number of 
workers are considered “part-time” workers, who then 
fall out of the retirement savings net. 

But on the other side of the coin, imposing a greater 
liability on employers might also limit the number of 
jobs being created — and this vast unemployment rate, 
34.5% officially, is the country’s greatest Achilles heel.

Momoniat says it would be short-sighted of 
employers to argue this way. 

“We need social stability. Nobody is financially 
secure in the country unless everybody has a stake in 
the economy,” he notes.

“A system that worked for service providers”

Dealing with the minutiae of pension funds is 
something Momoniat never imagined when he joined 
treasury at the age of 38, back in 1995.

“When I started at Treasury in 1995, I did not work 
on retirement policy, but on the budget and inter-
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governmental fiscal relations. Secondly, I regarded 
myself as still young, and I thought I did not need to 
worry about retirement,” he divulges. 

After 2005, that changed. At the time, the 
pensions industry was impossibly fragmented: there 
were no less than 13 000 funds. 

Not only was there a need for a clean-up, many 
people simply cashed out their funds when they 
resigned, rather than preserving their savings.

Then in 2006, it emerged that some in the 
industry had been “bulking” — essentially 
aggregating all the assets of funds they managed, 
negotiating better interest rates with banks or getting 
a rebate, and not passing this onto the pension fund 
members whose assets they were managing. 

Alexander Forbes, in particular, was at the centre 
of it — something it later apologised for and sought 
to refund pension fund members. 

Momoniat describes this as a “disgraceful practice” 
designed to “loot retirement fund savings”. 

But there were other problems too, including 
“stripping”, where employers take the excess cash in a 
pension fund for themselves illegally.

“The industry was very opaque — deliberately 
so, to conceal high fees and charges, and poor 
governance practices. Many trustees deferred to the 
providers and were over-dependent on them. There 
were all these kinds of problems and conflicts. There 
were cushy relationships between trustees and the 
people that they got to manage funds, including 
kickbacks [and] there was no disclosure,” Momoniat 
states.

Part of the problem was that some retirement 
funds were too small, so there was no economy of 
scale which allowed them to negotiate better rates 
with service providers. 

And, of course, there was the perennial problem 
of unclaimed benefits. 

Here, black people were the most disadvantaged, 
says Momoniat, as many of them had won the right, 
through various trade union battles, to be provided 
with a provident fund by employers. But many of 
them didn’t realise they had funds to claim after they 
left their jobs. And tracking them down proved to be 

a nightmare.
“People did not have identity numbers. And many 

were technically not South African citizens because 
they were condemned to belong to the Bantustans,” 
he says. “Some workers did not know where, or how, 
to access their funds [and] administrators dealt with 
employers and not employees, so did not have their 
details after they left their jobs.”

It’s an illustration that the system was constructed 
in such a way that it served the service providers, 
rather than retirement fund members.  

After 2005, when Momoniat took over retirement 
policy, treasury tried to harmonise the system to 

protect clients from unfair practices, including high 
fees that deprived them of higher savings growth.

Predictably, he says, Treasury encountered huge 
resistance. 

“What we tried to do was to harmonise the system 
to have one form of pension, and harmonise the tax 
contribution deduction and annuitisation system. 
But some of the reforms had to be delayed because of 
resistance from trade unions.”

In the end, the 13 000 were consolidated down to 
3 000. The way Momoniat sees it, even this is too 
many: there’s scope to reduce the number of funds 
further, to cut fees that eat into retirement savings. 

Nonetheless, he says the introduction of 
preservation funds — where savings are kept until 
retirement after someone resigns from a fund — was 
a welcome milestone that has made a big difference to 
the country. At last count, there is R262bn held in SA 
preservation funds. 

This represents progress — but it’s nowhere near 
perfect. In a policy paper entitled “Encouraging South 
African households to save more for retirement”, 
Treasury last year spoke of a plan to introduce a two-
pot system: one will be used to preserve two-thirds 
of savings until retirement, and the other would be 
accessible to someone leaving their job.

It’s a reflection that retirement reform, more 
than anything, is more of an art than a science. And 
Treasury would be well-advised against turfing out 
those who’ve been doing the painting for years, simply 
because they reach the age of 65.  n
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Disclosure on ESG activities  
is improving
By Adam Bennot, Head of Responsible Investment, RisCura
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ESG integration is the leading investing-for-impact (IFI) strategy in Southern Africa representing over USD320bn in 
assets. This is among the findings in the 6th edition of the African Investing for Impact Barometer, a research initiative 
undertaken by RisCura in partnership with the University of Cape Town’s Graduate School of Business (UCT GSB). There 
is a noticeable increase in disclosure of impact-investing activities across Africa.

We are seeing more stewardship reporting, beyond the proxy reporting 
one might expect, particularly in Southern Africa. Asset managers are 
doing a better job of demonstrating their engagements. The focus 
is no longer almost exclusively on governance issues — aligning with 
Environmental and Social issues is top of mind.

Identifying the impact of asset managers 

Our process in putting the Barometer together was to score asset 
managers across the different IFI strategies, namely ESG integration, 
investor engagement, screening, sustainability-themed investment, 
and impact investment, to see who is falling behind and who is doing 
well. This allows for some benchmarking, and we’ve certainly seen an 
improvement in both disclosures and measuring impact, especially 
compared to previous editions of the Barometer. 

The research showcases the most comprehensive and up-to-date IFI 
research in Southern, West and East Africa. In Southern Africa, ESG 
integration is the most widely adopted IFI strategy, attracting USD 329bn in 
assets. The second and third-highest amounts of assets among IFI strategies 
are Screening (USD 224bn) and Investor Engagement (USD 138bn).

A renewed focus on stamping out greenwashing 

Also known as impact washing, avoiding the bad practice of greenwashing 
is a positive trend. There is increased collaborative engagement, 
particularly in South Africa, which is also very positive as this can drive 
better outcomes for impact measurement, management and reporting 
among other outcomes. It’s not just about counting more money; it’s really 
about making more money count.  

The Barometer gives asset owners a checklist against which to measure 
impact, as well as the opportunity to challenge their advisers or asset 
managers. Being able to quantify the progress of impact investing on 
such a scale means we can better highlight the work that still needs to be 
done. The larger the amount of assets invested for impact means more 
assets invested in our real economy. This promotes inclusive economic 
growth, drives real change, and delivers sustainable long-term returns 
for investors. Africa offers vibrant impact-investment opportunities. 
How investors choose to approach these will have a real impact on our 
environment and society at large.  

To read the full report,  
visit https://www.riscura.com/african-investing-for-impact-barometer
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UNCLAIMED BENEFITS

Efforts to trace the estimated 4.8 million people 
owed a combined R47bn in unclaimed pension 
fund benefits are proceeding far too slowly. 

The question is why these numbers are so stubbornly 
high since, on the face of it, the regulator, the Financial 
Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA), has put so much work 
into addressing this problem. 

Unclaimed benefits have been a problem for years. 
But in February 2017, the FSCA launched a new salvo 

in the bid to trace beneficiaries. For a start, it established 
an unclaimed benefit short engine, using both SMS and 
online platforms, supported by a walk-in client service to 
help find those with a potential claim.

And yet, the amount in their unclaimed benefit funds 
has now risen to R47bn.  

Olano Makhubela, the FSCA’s Executive for Retirement 
Funds Supervision, says that despite the total values having 
risen, there has been notable progress.

“The increase in the total amount of unclaimed 
benefits can be attributed to investment returns. The 
number of unclaimed benefit members decreased by just 
under 100 000 members between March 2020 and March 
2021,” says Makhubela.

That seems commendable — but the question is 
whether that is fast enough, given that there are still more 
than four million people out there who would qualify for 
these funds.

This high number is a legacy of several questionable 
practices — notably, the shoddy record-keeping of the 
pension and provident funds when it came to those in the 
low-income brackets. 

Much of the problem relates to a specific period in 
SA’s history, in the years around democracy in 1994, 
when companies launched pension funds for people who 
weren’t necessarily aware of this benefit. Some of these 
beneficiaries had low financial literacy to begin with, while 
others were migrants who left their jobs without leaving 
any contact details. 

Makhubela says the FSCA put in place a task team 
to examine where the country stands on this front, and 
expects to communicate the results soon.

“The industry requires guidance from the regulator 
on how to deal with certain aspects of unclaimed benefits. 
Regular meetings will be scheduled with retirement 
funds that hold significant unclaimed benefits to further 
understand key challenges and find a solution,” Makhubela 
insists.

If so, you have to ask why it’s taken the regulator so 
long to figure this out. 

After all, this is a problem dating back many years 
— and has been flagged by numerous people, not least 
Rosemary Hunter when she was tasked with oversight of 
pension funds at the regulator. 

If the regulator is only planning to “schedule” meetings 

It’s hard to make out exactly where culpability lies for the fact that millions 
of people are still owed billions by life companies that have dragged 

their feet in tracing these beneficiaries. It’s an indictment on both 
the companies and the regulator, says Monde Maoto.
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Not fast enough: battle to 
restore unclaimed benefits



with retirement funds now — and if it doesn’t have a 
grasp of the challenges already — you have to ask just how 
serious it is about addressing this issue.  

A process that took too long

Critics have long accused the pension fund administrators 
themselves of apathy in the bid to trace people owed 
millions sitting in their funds.

But it hasn’t been an easy task, says the Liberty Group, 
the country’s largest pension fund administrator. 

In recent years, Liberty overhauled its administrative 
systems in a bid to get clarity over what was actually in its 
legacy funds, that had built up over the past two decades 
— in part due to the life assurer’s acquisition spree over 
that time.

Liberty formed a fund rehabilitation project, which 
identified 1 366 dormant funds on its books. Of that, 538 
funds had a combined R1.4bn in assets, while 828 funds 
had no assets and still had to be deregistered. 

The unclaimed benefits it administers sits in two 
funds — a pension preservation fund and a provident 
preservation fund — which were set up in 2009, and each 
has a board of trustees, made up of one Liberty employee 
and four independent trustees.

Linda Mateza, Liberty Life’s newly-appointed Strategic 
Director of Retirement Funds, says it takes a lot of work, 
since each fund has a unique history, and comes with its 
own complexities. 

“The skill and proficiency of trustees is also a key 
success factor. Ongoing engagement with the FSCA is also 
important, to ensure regulatory compliance and to flag 
challenges early on,” says Mateza. 

Liberty has also run a number of campaigns to get 
people to come forward — both in conventional media, 
through road shows, and on social media. 

But the shoddy way in which the data on the 
beneficiaries was originally captured remains an Achilles 
heel for administrators. At the time, some companies 
didn’t have a dedicated human resources function to 
properly capture the records of migrant labourers, many of 
whom were hired for a season or for short periods.

Either way, Liberty seems to have learnt its lesson. 
Says Mateza: “We strive to collect and maintain 

accurate and updated member data at various stages in 

the lifecycle of a retirement fund member, to improve 
our ability to contact members when they leave their 
employers.”

Over the years, Liberty has managed to trace 
thousands of beneficiaries, to whom it has repaid R286m. 
In 2021, it paid R87m in unclaimed benefits to 6 000 
people. 

Despite this, there is a sense that some companies, and 
regulators, aren’t treating this as seriously as they should. 

Rights organisations such as Open Society, as well as 
industry lobby group Phakelwa, are calling for this issue, 
as well as the deregistration of pension funds, to be treated 
with far more urgency by administrators and the FSCA.

Mateza says Liberty is in the process of reinstating 
dormant funds that had been deregistered “in error”, 
following an industry project between 2007 and 2013 to 
deregister dormant funds.

Liberty applied for these funds to be reregistered in two 
phases — first, in 2019, it reinstating 25 funds, with assets 
of R13.4m; then in 2021, it reinstated another 23 funds 
with assets of R29.3m. 

The company is now preparing to reinstate another 
104 funds that were deregistered in error, which have total 
assets of R102m.

When it comes to providing justice for the millions 
of people owed money by SA’s large pension funds, it’s a 
commendable start. 

But there’s no denying the reality that this process 
should never have taken so long, nor been so badly 
mishandled by both the regulator and life companies. The 
sooner they can make up for this bungling, the better. n

Mateza . . . each fund comes with its own 
complexities
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Fedgroup’s specialist beneficiary fund administration service is level 2 B-BBEE compliant,
adopts a prudent fund preservation approach, and offers trustees greater peace of mind.  

Unlike other industry players, we have interrogated every aspect of the administration fund space to offer the services

beneficiaries need, while making a lasting difference in their lives. Our expertise and dedication enable us to provide

beneficiaries with the best possible opportunity to lead productive, financially secure adult lives.

Here are just a few of our unique services:

• Record-breaking turn-around times of only 48 hours to on-board a new trust

• A dedicated care centre to address even the most complicated queries

• On-call Trustees with a 24-hour turn-around time

• A greater percentage of funds invested for preservation with less than 2% held in cash   

OTHERS 
SIMPLY

TICK BOXES

WE THINK
OUTSIDE
OF THEM

If you advise your clients on death benefits, or serve on the board of trustees
of pension funds, and hold the wellbeing of fund members and their families
as close to your heart as we do, please contact us today.  

BENEFICIARY CARE E: VIP@fedgroup.co.za
T: 0860 FED GRP (333 477)

For more info, please contact Fedgroup on:

www.fedgroup.co.za
Fedgroup Financial Holdings (Pty) Ltd is a licensed controlling company and companies within the Group are authorised FSPs.
Fedgroup Employee Benefits Pty Ltd (Reg. No. 2008/013532/07) License 13B No. 24/493



Excellence doesn’t come easy.
It takes long nights, and hard days.
The rewards will build slowly, consistently,
towards the extraordinary.

Previously Prudential Portfolio Managers

MandG Investment Managers (Pty) Ltd is a licensed financial services provider.

Invest in
consistency

mandg.co.za

Overnight success isn’t a thing.
Night after night, that’s the only way.
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